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Use of legal online film and TV services

• 71 per cent of Swedes use legal film and TV 
services in Sweden 

• One in three films/TV episodes viewed on 
legal services are Swedish productions

Use of illegal online film and TV services 

• 29 per cent use illegal services to watch films 
and TV shows. This figure is 61 per cent for 
under-30s

• 280 million films and TV shows are viewed 
each year via illegal services in Sweden3

• Streaming is more widespread than file 
sharing: 19 per cent stream illegally; 17 per cent 
download illegally

• Users of illegal services watch one in three 
films/TV shows illegally – an average of four 

films and seven TV shows per month  
• One in ten illegally viewed films and TV shows 

are produced in Sweden
• The Swedish film industry loses over SEK 800 

million each year due to illegal viewing4

Attitudes towards use of illegal services

• Six in ten think it is wrong to use illegal 
services to watch films and TV shows, and four 
in ten use illegal sites even though they think 
that doing so is wrong

• 43 per cent think that use of illegal services 
should be curtailed in cooperation with ISPs

• Four in ten think the best way to promote the 
production of Swedish films and TV shows is 
to reduce illegal viewing 

STATUS REPORT – DIGITAL FILM  
AND TV MARKET   
Since 2006, FTVS (the Swedish Film and Television Cooperation Committee) has been working to 
achieve a functioning digital online market for film and television. An important element of this work 
is contributing knowledge about what the digital film and television market actually looks like and 
examining attitudes among people who use services that illegally distribute films and TV shows. 
FTVS therefore commissioned Novus, a public opinion research company, to examine the use of 
and attitudes towards digital film and television services in Sweden. The survey covers legal1 as well 
as illegal services2.  A total of 1,003 interviews were conducted between February 27th and March 
9th 2015. Respondents were between the ages of 16 and 79. In brief, the survey shows that: 

1 ”Legal services” are services that distribute films and TV shows digitally with the copyright holders’ approval.

2 ”Illegal services” are services that distribute films and TV shows digitally without the copyright holders’ approval. 

3 A total of 2,165,340 people between the ages of 16 and 79 use illegal services to watch films and/or TV shows. They watch 
an average of 4 films and 6.8 TV shows illegally per month. 

4 Novus, SFI, own calculations.

The Swedish Film and Television Cooperation Committee
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1. USE OF LEGAL SERVICES FOR ONLINE FILM AND TV VIEWING

a) Legal digital services are a well-established method of watching films and TV shows
Seven in ten Sweden use legal digital film and TV services today, with 68 per cent of this group using the-
se services at least once a week. Use is also prevalent among older people – a full 50 per cent of 60- to 
79-year-olds use legal digital services on a daily basis. 

Do you use digital services (e.g. Netflix, Viaplay, Film2Home, HBO Nordic, 
TV4 Play, SVT Play) to watch films and/or TV shows?

Total

Men

Women

16-29 yrs

30-44 yrs

45-59 yrs

60-79 yrs

71%

74%

68%

80%

80%

75%

51%

How often do you use these digital services to watch films and/or TV shows?

23% 35% 10% 24% 7% 2%

Daily

Once a week

A few times per year

A few times per week

A few times per month

Less frequently
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a) Six in ten Swedes between the ages of 16 and 29 watch films and TV shows via illegal services
One in three Swedes currently uses illegal services to watch films or TV shows. In total, this group views app-
roximately 280 million films and TV shows each year via illegal services. Use is particularly prevalent among 
younger viewers, with no less than six in ten 16- to 29-year-olds using illegal services to watch films and TV 
shows.  

Total

Men

Women

16-29 yrs

30-44 yrs

45-59 yrs

60-79 yrs

8%

9%

7%

21%

22%

19%

19%

10%

4%

4%

10%

30%

42%

Yes, both films and series Yes, either films and series

Do you use illegal services to stream or download films and/or TV series?

b) Illegal streaming is more widespread than 
illegal downloading
Illegal streaming (which allows users to watch films 
and TV shows directly with no need to download 
and save files) is becoming more widespread. Today, 
more people use illegal streaming services (19 per 
cent) than download illegally (17 per cent). Streaming 
is also somewhat more prevalent than downloading 
among users who both stream and download illegally. 

8% 21% 10% 34% 18% 6% 3%

Daily

Once a week

A few times per year

A few times per week

A few times per month

Lesss frequently Don’t know

How often do you use illegal services (streaming and/or downloading) to watch films 
and/or TV shows?

2. USE OF ILLEGAL SERVICES FOR ONLINE FILM AND TV VIEWING

c) Users of illegal services view one in three 
films or TV shows illegally 
Among people who use illegal services, four in ten 
use them to watch films or TV shows at least once 
per week. On average, users of illegal services 
watch 4 films and 6.8 TV shows per month illegally. 
Among those who use illegal services, illegal viewing 
accounts for one-third of total annual film and TV 
viewing. 
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d) Illegal viewing represents more than SEK 800 million in lost revenue for the Swedish fi lm 
industry 
Swedes watch approximately 104 million fi lms each year via illegal services, and illegal service users say that 
they would have paid for one-third of these fi lms if illegal services were not available. This translates to an esti-
mated SEK 830 million each year in lost fi lm industry revenues, representing nearly 25 per cent of the Swedish 
fi lm industry’s annual revenues (SEK 3.5 billion) from cinema tickets, physical fi lm purchases and rentals, and 
various digital services.4

5BCG (2014)

6 Based on processing of statistical data from SFI’s Filmåret i Siff ror 2013 (Figures for Film Year 2013)

CALCULATION METHOD

Assumptions:
• ”Paid for” refers to viewing via direct pay-

ment window – cinema tickets, VoD rentals, 
DVD/blu-ray rentals

• Break-down and price for viewing via direct 
payment window: 

• 8% cinema tickets (SEK 120), 16% VoD rentals 
(SEK 30), 76% DVD/blu ray rentals (SEK 30)6

• 100 per cent of end-user revenues (excl. VAT) 
accrue to the Swedish fi lm industry if a Swedish 
fi lm is viewed legally  

• 75 per cent of end-user revenues (excl. VAT) 
accrue to the Swedish fi lm industry if a foreign 
fi lm is viewed legally

• 91 per cent of fi lms viewed illegally are produced 
outside of Sweden, according to the Novus survey 

Great potential for Swedish fi lms if access to illegal services is reduced

SEK 35 billion SEK 830 million

Swedish fi lm industry’s end-user revenues from cinema tickets, 
physical fi lm purchases and rentals, and various digital services

Potential revenue

Number of fi lms 
viewed illegally per 
year

104 million 
fi lms

35 
million 
fi lms

104 million 
fi lms

1 in 3 illegal viewings 
would have been paid 
for if illegal services 
were unavailable
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a) Widespread use of illegal services, even though majority believe it is wrong 
Six in ten think it is wrong to use illegal services to watch films and TV shows. This is also the predominant 
view among people who use illegal services, with no less than four in ten using such services even though 
they believe it is wrong to do so. 

There are sites that supply films and TV shows without obtaining permission from or 
providing compensation to the films’/TV shows’ creators. Do you think it is right or 
wrong to use these sites?  

Total

Users of illegal 
services

15%

31%

61%

42%

24%

27%

I think it’s OK to use  
such sites

I think it’s wrong to  
use such sites

Don’t know

b) Every second Swede thinks that using 
illegal services is harmful to the Swedish film 
and television industry 
Five in ten think that the Swedish film and television 
industry would produce more and create more jobs 
if more people used legal rather than illegal services 
for watching films and TV shows. Among those who 
use illegal services, the corresponding figure is four 
in ten. 

Even though the online distributing and downloading copyright-protected material is 
a criminal offence, these activities are very prevalent. What do you think is the best 
way to tackle the problem?

By limiting access to illegal  
sites with ISPs’ help

By requiring ISPs to inform their customers 
about which sites are legal and which are 

illegal

By increasing police and judicial system re-
sources for identifying people who commit 

online copyright crimes

By increasing penalties for people who 
download pirate copies

By other means – which?

Don’t know

24%

19%

10%

15%

29%

4%

3. ATTITUDES TOWARDS USE OF ILLEGAL SERVICES

c) Swedes’ preference is ISP cooperation  
to tackle the problem
Forty-three per cent of Swedes think that ISPs should 
work together to solve the problem of illegal service 
usage. The single most popular alternative in terms of 
reducing illegal distribution is to limit access to the si-
tes with the ISPs’ help (24 per cent). The second most 
popular alternative is to have ISPs provide clearer 
information to their customers in terms of which sites 
are legal and which are illegal (19 per cent). 
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d) Stopping illegal distribution is the best way to promote Swedish fi lm and television, 
according to Swedes.  
When asked “What do you think is the best way to promote new Swedish fi lm and television produc-
tions?”, most respondents chose “Reducing the use of illegal services” as the best alternative.  No less 
than 4 in ten Swedes think this is the most eff ective way to promote the production of Swedish fi lm and 
television. 

By identifying ways to stop the illegal distri-
bution of fi lms and TV shows and inducing 

people to choose legal alternatives

By the Swedish Government providing more 
tax money to support Swedish fi lm and televi-

sion productions

By increasing the number of advertisements 
shown by legal fi lm and television services

By increasing prices for watching fi lms and 
TV shows – e.g. increasing prices for cinema 

tickets or fi lm/TV show downloads

By other means – which?

Don’t know

37%

24%

5%

9%

23%

2%

There is good potential for a digital fi lm and televi-
sion market in Sweden. A full seven in ten Swedes 
already use legal services to watch fi lms and TV 
shows digitally. The survey shows, however, that 
providing a wide range and variety of legal servi-
ces is insuffi  cient to stop the use of illegal services. 
Although legal services are well established, three 
in ten Swedes use illegal alternatives. This is parti-
cularly prevalent among under-30s, with a full six in 
ten people in this age group using illegal services. A 
total of 280 million fi lms and TV shows are watched 
illegally in Sweden each year. 

Cutting back on illegal use would present great 
opportunities for Swedish fi lm. The survey shows that 

What do you think is the best way to promote new Swedish fi lm and 
television productions?

4. CONCLUSIONS 

one in three fi lms that are currently viewed illegal-
ly would have been paid for if the illegal services 
were unavailable. This would increase the industry 
revenues by an estimated SEK 830 million per year, 
corresponding to one-quarter of current industry 
revenues. 

According to the survey, there is support for redu-
cing the use of illegal services. Four in ten say that 
putting a stop to illegal viewing is the best way to 
promote the production of Swedish fi lm and televi-
sion. The survey also shows that Swedes believe 
ISPs play a key role in reducing the use of illegal 
services – either by providing clear information to 
their customers regarding which sites are legal and 
which are illegal, or by limiting access to illegal sites 
in their networks. 

The Swedish Film and Television 
Cooperation Committee


